
by Daily Hodl Staff, writing for Daily Hodl

A massive Bitcoin trove is suddenly on the move as one of the wealthiest whales in

history transfers more than a billion dollars worth of BTC. An anonymous high-

rolling entity just relocated 92,857 BTC worth $1.2 billion for a fee of just $1.31.

3RD LARGEST BITCOIN ADDRESS EMPTIED
IN MASSIVE $1,200,000,000 BTC TRANSFER

by Kevin Helms, writing for Bitcoin.com

After JPMorgan analysts praised bitcoin, saying that the price of the

cryptocurrency could triple, JPMorgan reveals that it has set up a dedicated

crypto unit and its own cryptocurrency is now being used commercially by a

large tech company for the first time.

JPMORGAN PRAISES BITCOIN THEN PUSHES
JPM COIN, SETS UP DEDICATED CRYPTO UNIT
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Mining data aggregators attribute a slump in Bitcoin’s hash rate to the end of the wet

season in Sichuan, resulting in many miners migrating to other jurisdictions. On

Oct. 26, Thomas Heller of Bitcoin (BTC) mining blog Hashr8 reported that roughly

22 exahashes per second (EH/s) of mining power had left the Bitcoin network,

coinciding with the end of the season the previous day (based on weather forecasts).

BITCOIN HASH RATE SLUMPS AMID
SEASONAL MINER MIGRATION IN CHINA

by Denis Omelchenko, 

writing for I HODL

Japanese multinational

automotive

manufacturer, Toyota

Motor Corporation, is

working on its own

version of digital token,

the company announced

on Monday, 26 October

2020. Toyota's IT arm,

Toyota Systems, will

develop a token and test

it among 2,500 of its

employees. If success,

the Japanese giant might

integrate the token in

the business model of

the corporation.

TOYOTA TO
LAUNCH ITS OWN
DIGITAL TOKEN

by Samuel Haig, writing for Cointelegraph
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The Australian capital-raising platform STAX has announced that its client the

West Coast Aquaculture Group (WCA) is to become the country’s first business

to launch an initial public offering (IPO) that will accept a blockchain-powered

token, the stablecoin tether (USDT), as part of its fundraising drive. WCA is set

to be listed on the Sydney Stock Exchange (SSX), with the first shares in the

company set to be traded on or around November 19.

AUSTRALIAN FIRM TO ACCEPT TETHER
IN SYDNEY STOCK EXCHANGE IPO BID
by Jarosław Adamowski, writing for CryptoNews

by Alex Dovbnya, writing for U Today

Chip giant AMD is rumored to release a new-old graphic card that is

designed for cryptocurrency mining, according to a recent report published

by PC Gamer. Team Red is expected to present its crypto-focused GPU no

earlier than Q1 2021.

AMD MIGHT HAVE SOMETHING SPECIAL
FOR CRYPTOCURRENCY MINERS

by Mohammad Musharraf, writing for Cointelegraph

The forthcoming digital yuan will reportedly be compatible with major

payment networks within the country. Mu Changchun, the head of the

People's Bank of China's digital currency research institute, said that the

central bank-backed digital yuan will be compatible with major mobile

payment wallets like WeChat Pay and Alipay.

DIGITAL YUAN WILL WORK WITH WECHAT
AND ALIPAY, SAYS BANK EXEC

by Samuel Haig, writing for Cointelegraph

Nevada-based cryptocurrency mining firm Marathon Patent Group has

announced the purchase of 10,000 Antminer S-19 Pro ASICs as part of its plan

to become the largest mining firm in North America. The firm had previously

ordered 10,500 S19 Pros to bolster its existing operation of 2,560 units.

MARATHON AND RIOT BATTLE FOR THE TITLE
OF AMERICA’S BIGGEST BITCOIN MINER

by Jeff Bensons,

writing for Decrypt

According to a report from

the state-run Iranian

Students’ News Agency

(ISNA), Iran has established

new regulations to funnel

Bitcoin mined by Iranians

into state coffers so it can

use them to pay for

imports.

BITCOIN MINERS
IN IRAN HAVE A
NEW BUYER: THE
CENTRAL BANK

And that is all we have for
you this week. Feel free to
write to us on
contact@digitalmining.org
with questions and
comments!

This week in Unconfirmed

podcast Willy Woo, a

Bitcoin analyst, discusses

derivatives exchanges,

whales moves, Bitcoin

price predictions, and

many more. Listen to

the episode here.
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